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Abstract—Autonomous vehicles (AVs) promise to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, increase comfort and throughput
of transportation, while simultaneously significantly reducing
traffic deaths. To allow autonomous vehicles to satisfy the high
safety levels for unsupervised participation in realistic traffic,
the faults and functional insufficiencies of AV systems need to be
mitigated during operation. Unfortunately, current state-of-the-
art functional insufficiency detection and mitigation methods
do not provide large enough safety improvements, without
impeding the availability of safe autonomous functionality. To
fill this gap, we propose the Safety Shell, an implementable
multi-channel architecture and arbitration method. The ability
to increase the number of parallel AV function channels allows
for a path to safe AV systems, while the novel arbitration method
ensures availability for comfortable journey continuation. The
flexibility and benefits of the Safety Shell are shown using use
case studies.

Index Terms—Automated Vehicles, Safety, Architecture,
Functional Insufficiencies, Faults

I. INTRODUCTION

The fully Autonomous Vehicle (AV) is expected to acceler-
ate the adoption of Mobility as a Service [1] and platooning
technologies, thereby reducing the greenhouse gas emissions
and increasing comfort and throughput of transportation.
Moreover, AVs are expected to significantly reduce traffic-
deaths, currently the eighth cause of death worldwide [2].
Yet several important challenges remain. To allow a larger
transition of responsibility from a human driver to the vehicle,
as required for unsupervised autonomy (SAE automation
L4 and L5 [3]), the AV must robustly deal with the large
diversity of situations in mixed traffic. Currently AVs cause
too frequent collisions to allow operation without human
supervision, due to behaviour caused by faults [4] (e.g. loss
of power, component outside of specification) or functional
insufficiencies (FIs) [5] (e.g. missed detection of objects,
incorrect predictions of motions of other traffic participants,
incorrect drivable space detection, computation power insuf-
ficiency). Consequently methods are needed to monitor and
maintain system safety with respect to both faults and FIs [6],
preferably ones that are able to increase the mean time
between dangerous AV behaviour. However, solely focussing
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on ensuring safety is not enough, as the AV must strive to
have a high availability, defined as its ability to continue its
primary mission to its destination whilst maintaining safety.

II. RELATED WORK AND MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS

Faults and FIs are causes of dangerous behaviour by AVs.
Faults, if unmitigated, may lead to failures of functions,
which can affect safety-critical functionality [4]. Similarly,
FIs, if unmitigated, may lead to output insufficiencies, which
can cause dangerous behaviour in certain situations [5]. In
contrast to the field of FI, the field of fault handling is
mature, with recent examples using redundant functions [7],
[8], that aim to detect faults and mitigate them through safe
function degradation strategies. These bring the vehicle to
fail-operational or fail-safe state in case of a fault. A safe
state is a condition of the vehicle, in which it is not subject
to unreasonable risk [4] (e.g. stopped in lane, parked on road
shoulder).

FIs may arise due to both known and unknown insufficien-
cies in either performance or specification [5], and may be
both temporary and permanent. For FIs due to performance
insufficiency (limitation of the implemented technical capa-
bility), specifications may be tested in some cases (e.g. de-
tecting a computation power insufficiency through timer over-
run), while other occurrences of FIs may be difficult to detect
using specifications (e.g. sensor fusion performance, due to
a lack of ground truth data of surroundings). Insufficiencies
in specification cannot be detected by testing function results
with identical (homogeneous) functions. Consequently, cur-
rent FI detection methods focus on detecting dangerous AV
behaviour through dangerous planned trajectories. Some FI
detection and mitigation approaches [9], [10] use a Monitor-
Actuator type pattern [11]. In this design pattern a heteroge-
neous environmental perception system (known as a safety
world model (WM), see Section III) is used to assess the
safety of the planned trajectory, by detecting predicted col-
lisions between objects observed by the safety WM and the
planned trajectory. Upon detection of a dangerous trajectory,
the FI mitigation strategy attempts to immediately bring the
vehicle to a safe state via e.g. automatic emergency braking
(AEB). Note that this proposed strategy can create dangerous
situations due to short transition-of-control times or sudden
braking, especially when caused by a false detection of
danger in the safety WM. Fusing observed object-occupied
regions from the nominal and safety WMs [12] reduces
these false dangerous trajectory assessments, by forcing the
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trajectory to be generated with this conservative assessment
of occupied space. However, this design will cause nominal
trajectories to immediately respond to e.g. falsely observed
objects. Like the monitor-actuator approaches, this fused WM
architecture is not designed to increase safety through the
inclusion of additional WM systems beyond a single safety
WM, nor is the fused WM approach designed to cope with
motion predictions [12]. Furthermore, if any FI occurs in the
trajectory generation function of these architectures, the sys-
tem is unable to continue and must use a safe-state attaining
emergency controller. Finally, requiring fusion of occupied
spaces from heterogeneous WM functions prior to trajectory
generation may compromise the individual function hetero-
geneity during development, possibly introducing shared FIs.
An architecture has been proposed with 3 heterogeneous AV
channels to increase safety [13], though comparison strategies
between the channels are undefined (see Section III for a
definition of channels). Consequently this approach is not
yet fit for implementation.

The main contribution of this paper is the development of a
multi-channel architecture and arbitration method, for which
we coin the term Safety Shell. The Safety Shell builds on the
heterogeneity of different channels with (possibly) their own
sensors, WMs and motion planning functions. It raises the
safety of the AV without sacrificing availability via the addi-
tion of extra channels, when compared to the current state-of-
the-art architectures. Key is the proposal of a novel arbitration
strategy to select the channel that determines the AV’s motion
based on quantitative risk assessment of the available MP
outputs with respect to all available WMs. The assessment is
based on the concept of the last safe intervention time and a
prioritization of different channels depending on aspects such
as suitability to current context, comfort and past channel
performance. This novel combination of the multi-channel
architecture, risk calculation method and arbitration strategy
is validated through several numerical use case studies.

In Section III the general AV system layout, the basics
of FI detection, risk calculations, a differentiation between
various FIs and the problem statement are introduced. In
Section IV the proposed Safety Shell architecture and ar-
bitration method are introduced and in Section V the results
of the tested use cases are shown. Finally, in Section VI the
conclusions of this work are provided.

III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

To facilitate a discussion on detecting dangerous be-
haviours, we introduce an abstract AV architecture shown
in Fig 1. Sensors feed information into a world model (WM)
function, comprised of subfunctions, such as, sensor fusion,
ego localisation and state estimation, object identification,
object tracking and object motion prediction. This environ-
ment information is passed to the motion planning (MP)
functions, responsible for the coordination of vehicle decision
making and motion (e.g. route, path and trajectory planners
and motion controllers). Finally the MP provides setpoints to
vehicle actuators (e.g. steering angle, torque demand). In this
work, the combination of sensor, WM and MP functions is

Fig. 1. Simplified AV system architecture, from sensor inputs, through an
AV channel encircled in dotted lines with World Model and Motion Planning
functions, to vehicle actuator functions.

Fig. 2. Simplified overview to illustrate risk self-check and cross-check
approaches. Here only elements required to differentiate those approaches
are shown, similar to a monitor-actuator architecture. Extra functions such
as MP2 available in multi-channel systems are not shown.

referred to as an AV channel. The sensor function block is
omitted in following figures depicting AV channels.

A. The basics of functional insufficiency detection

Relevant FIs are detected by testing the planned trajectory
for risk or collisions with observed objects and their predicted
motions. This is shown in Fig. 2, with channel 1 using its
WM1 to create a trajectory via MP1. The safety is assessed
via a Self-Check, testing if MP1 is safe with respect to
WM1. Next MP1 is assessed via a Cross-Check to WM2. By
detecting dangerous trajectories, this approach is also able
to detect some unmitigated faults, and forms an extra safety
layer next to established fault-detection methods.

To illustrate the effect of heterogeneity in functions, we
illustrate the differing capabilities as a proportion of the area
of an Operational Design Domain (ODD) that heterogeneous
functions cover in Fig. 3. Operation outside of a function’s
capacity represents either temporary or permanent FI oc-
currence in that function. For example, if we interpret the
functions represented in Fig. 3 as WMs, we can assess that
all WMs correctly concur on their assessment of risk of any
trajectory if we operate in the operating point at the green
circle in either Fig. 3.A or B. In the operating point at the
purple triangle WM1 will correctly assess the risk posed by
any trajectory, while other channels may incorrectly assess
the risk, leading to either overestimation (false positive) or

Fig. 3. Abstract representation of the total ODD and the differing capabilities
of the functions, represented by the shaded subsets of the ODD. This shows
capabilities of channel 1 and channel 2 on the left (A), and the effect of the
addition of a third heterogeneous channel on the right (B).
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underestimation of risk (false negative). Similarly, in the
operating point at the blue square, WM2 assesses risks
correctly, while other channels suffer from FIs. The operating
point indicated by the red star is outside both channels’
capabilities in Fig. 3.A, meaning no channel present has the
capacity to correctly assess risk posed by a trajectory. The
addition of a third channel in Fig. 3.B adds WM3 with the
capability to correctly assess the safety of trajectories there.

B. Risk calculations

To quantify the safety of a trajectory, this work uses a risk
calculation. We use the general definition of risk from [4] as
the combination of the predicted probability of adverse event
E ∈ {1, 2, ..., nevents} occurring combined with the expected
severity of that event. In the later introduced Safety Shell
implementation risk is evaluated at regular intervals (see Sec-
tion IV), indicated by discrete time k ∈ N := {1, 2, ...}. The
associated constant time step size is Tk [s]. During each risk
function evaluation, risk is evaluated over the predicted time
horizon, where τ ∈ N := {0, 1, 2, ...} denotes the predicted
discrete time. The associated constant time step size is Tτ [s].
A quantity, e.g. risk, evaluated at time k ∈ N, concerning the
time at the predicted moment τ ∈ N beyond k, refers to the
time interval [(k)Tk + (τ)Tτ , (k)Tk + (τ + 1)Tτ ). To avoid
overcomplicating the notation, we do not explicitly denote
the dependency on k in equations, though it may be inferred
from the use of τ as a variable. The risk is calculated as

Rij(τ) =

nevents∑
E=1

PE,ij(τ)SE,ij(τ) (1)

where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} is the channel index of the world
model WMi that the trajectory Tj from channel j ∈
{1, 2, ..., n} is being assessed with, for n channels avail-
able in the architecture. The term PE,ij(τ) represents the
probability of adverse event E to occur in the time in-
terval [(k)Tk + (τ)Tτ , (k)Tk + (τ + 1)Tτ ), given trajectory
Tj and world model WMi at time k. Following e.g. [14],
[15], the probability PE,ij(τ) can be assessed by relative
probability estimate based on conventional safety indicators.
The term SE,ij(τ) refers to the severity of the same adverse
event E, again based on WMi and Tj . To create suitable
severity estimations, one can use e.g. [16], where impact
speed is related to injury severity outcome probability via
logistic regression. The time step size Tτ needs to be set
appropriately, to ensure that risk peaks are not overlooked
due to coarse assessments. Other suitable risk calculation
methods can be used in the Safety Shell (Section IV). An
experimentally determined risk thresholds value RTH is set
as per [14], [15], which specifies unreasonable risks via

Rij(τ) ≥ RTH (2)

C. Differentiating between performance limitations

Potential FIs do not necessarily affect the safety of the AV.
For example, misclassifying a parked vehicle as a building
often does not lead to an unsafe situation, as the AV will
attempt to create a safe path around either object. Therefore,
we specify only those FIs that are relevant to the safety

or availability of the AV. FIs causing unsafe trajectory
generation are identified as FIMP

Tu for MP (e.g. Fig. 4.A,
where a dangerous trajectory is generated by MP1 despite
the WM1 observing the pedestrian) and FIWM

Tu for WM (e.g.
Fig. 4.B, where a dangerous trajectory is generated by MP1

because WM1 fails to observe the pedestrian that is in fact
observed by WM2). FIs causing false positive risk detection
in cross-check evaluations, while simultaneously causing
unnecessarily conservative trajectory generation in their own
channel, are classified as FIWM

FP (e.g. Fig. 4.c, where WM2

incorrectly observes a pedestrian, and consequently assesses
the trajectory by MP1 as unsafe). FIs that cause false negative
risk detection in cross-check evaluations without affecting
safe trajectory generation in their own channel are classified
as FIWM

FN (e.g. Fig. 4.d, where channel 1 plans a purple
trajectory straight ahead, and channel 2 plans a trajectory
to the adjacent lane. Because WM1 does not observe the
cyclist, it is unable to detect the risk posed by the trajectory
by MP2). Next to the introduced issues in observations of

Fig. 4. FI examples, with in green the ego vehicle and in blue the pedestrians
and cyclists. WM object observations are shown in square brackets, with
indices of channels that do not observe the object crossed out. Trajectory
indices are denoted by rounded brackets. Predictions in E are shown with
compound8 lines for WM1 and WM2 separately.

objects, Fig. 4.E shows difficulties associated with motion
prediction, with WM1 predicting a cyclist sticking to its lane,
while WM2 predicts the cyclist to transition to the ego vehicle
lane. Given the uncertain nature of predictions, this use-case
highlights how FIs may occur in functions that will never be
perfect, given their inherent probabilistic nature.

D. Problem statement

The high requirements on safety for AVs demand an
ever increasing robustness against faults and FIs, without
overly decreasing the availability of AV functionality. Cur-
rent monitor-actuator derived architectures lack mission-
continuing arbitration strategies and the ability to improve
safety by introducing extra channels. Heterogeneous multi-
channel architectures can increase this robustness through the
inclusion of extra channels, however, no suitable arbitration
strategies have been proposed. This leads to the following
problem statement for this paper: Develop a heterogeneous
multi-channel architecture capable of integrating any number
of channels, including an arbitration strategy, which, on the
one hand, has a high level of safety with respect to faults and
FIs, and on the other hand, has a high availability of mission-
continuing AV functionality. We will propose the Safety Shell
as a solution to this problem.
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IV. SAFETY SHELL

The Safety Shell uses a multi-channel architecture with
an arbitrary number of independent heterogeneous channels,
each including at minimum WM and MP functions, as shown
in Fig. 5. Consequently, multiple channels are available for
mission continuation, as opposed to the single MP function
in monitor-actuator or fused-WM derived designs (e.g. Fig.
2). The Safety Shell uses two assumptions: 1. given multiple
heterogeneous channels available in the architecture, a chan-
nel preference order exists for any ODD encountered and 2.
frequent switching between channels is undesirable given the
likely negative impact on comfort, and should be restricted if
there is no imminent danger. This leads to the following three
rules of arbitration: 1. regardless of risk posed by the current
channel, switch to the most preferred sufficiently safe channel
out of all channels that are preferred more than the currently
selected one, if such a channel is available and the Safety
Shell did not switch channels too recently, 2. if the currently
selected channel poses an imminent danger according to a
subset of channels, then the Safety Shell must switch to the
most preferred sufficiently safe channel out of that subset, if
such a channel is available, and 3. if the currently selected
channel poses an immediate danger and no other channel
is sufficiently safe, then an emergency trajectory must be
activated to avoid or, if unfeasible, mitigate unreasonable risk.

The Safety Shell arbitration algorithm will be assessed at
a regular time interval Tk, with calculations identified by
index k ∈ N (see Section III-B). The time interval Tk needs
to be set appropriately, typically in the order of 0.1 or 0.05
[s] and in line with sensor update periods, as sensor data
may significantly change risk assessments. Note that time
step Tk may differ in size from the prediction time step
Tτ . To assess the safety of all channels, each MP output
is pair-wise assessed with all available WMs at time k ∈ N,
resulting in a risk measure and last safe intervention time
(τL). Section IV-A will detail these calculations. Sufficient
safety and imminent or immediate danger will be explained
in section IV-B. Using preference orders to identify which
channels may be considered by the arbiter at any given time
is explained in Section IV-C. Finally, the arbitration logic is
proposed in Section IV-D.

Fig. 5. Abstract overview of the proposed Safety Shell architecture and
arbitration strategy.

A. Last safe intervention time

The last safe intervention time is the amount of time (if
any) left until the AV must intervene with an emergency
response to avoid unreasonable risk, if it continues to follow

the relevant trajectory. In other words, the moment when
the maximum capability of the vehicle is required to avoid
all unreasonable risk with an escape trajectory. To calculate
this at time k ∈ N, pair-wise WMi-Tj risk assessment with
i, j ∈ {1, 2, .., n} (see Section III-B) is used to calculate
Rij(τ) via (1). Unreasonable risk is identified via (2). If any
unreasonable risk occurs for Tj according the WM of any of
the n available channels, its last safe intervention time index
τL,j is calculated in (3) through an iterative process. This
process determines the time τC at which the actuation needs
to cross over from the intended trajectory Tj to an escape
trajectory Tescape to keep the risk below RTH, similar to the
plan b approach in [14].

τL,j := max {τC ≥ 0 |
RτC

ij (τ) ≤ RTH for all i = 1, 2, ..., n }
(3)

where RτC
ij (τ) is the risk re-calculated at time k via (1)

over the full prediction time horizon, based on all available
WMi, i = {1, 2, ..., n}, and with the tested trajectory T τC

j

defined by

T τC
j (τ) =

{
Tj(τ) for τ < τC

Tescape(τ) for τ ≥ τC
(4)

for τC ≥ 0. In case the set in (3) is empty for any tested WMi,
we set τL,j := 0 for trajectory Tj . As a first implementation
of Tescape an AEB manoeuvre is used (similar to the safety
procedures from, e.g. [17], [18]), though other manoeuvres
can also be included.

B. Sufficient safety, imminent and immediate danger

Generally an escape trajectory started prior to the last
safe intervention time will require less than the maximum
capacity to avoid all unreasonable risk. By extension, a last
safe intervention time far enough in the future may require
only gentle braking or steering to avoid future unreasonable
risk, if an adjusted escape trajectory is activated immedi-
ately. Reversing the argument, we pose that a trajectory is
sufficiently safe if there is no required intervention, or if the
required intervention, when immediately implemented, only
requires comfortable accelerations to avoid all unreasonable
risk. This limit may be expressed either as an upper limit
of the vehicle capacity required for the escape trajectory
(e.g. 25% of available braking acceleration capacity), or as
an analogous minimum time until the last safe intervention
time, e.g. τL,jTτ ≥ tsuff [s]. The capacity threshold or value
of tsuff may be determined through expert assessment or
experimentation. To facilitate discrete time implementation,
tsuff is expressed as tsuff = τsuffTτ . Using this, we can state
that Tj is of sufficient safety if the following holds:

τL,j ≥ τsuff (5)

Similarly, imminent danger may be expressed as a lower
limit of the vehicle capacity that is required to avoid all
unreasonable risk, via escape trajectory activation. For in-
stance, if ≥ 60% of maximum capacity is required to avoid
unreasonable risk, a trajectory may be defined as imminently
dangerous. By the same time-analogy as with the sufficient
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safety definition, such a lower capacity threshold may also be
expressed as an upper limit threshold on last safe intervention
time, e.g. τL,jTτ ≤ 1 [s]. In contrast to the concept of
sufficiently safe, we will not be using a single imminent
risk threshold, but rather introduce a threshold per available
channel. This will be expanded on in the next subsection.

Similarly to imminent danger, an immediate danger thresh-
old is defined. Via (3) the last moment to activate Tescape is
known. To account for possible actuation delays in the vehicle
an extra safety margin τImmediate is used to define immediate
danger via

τL,j ≤ τImmediate (6)

with τImmediateTτ in the order of 0.1 to 0.3 [s], depending
on the vehicle characteristics.

As WM and MP functions have limited prediction hori-
zons, we have opted to define all the thresholds in time. This
allows predictable behaviour in various scenarios requiring
arbitration decisions.

C. Preference order and switch time

As mentioned as the first assumption in the introduction
of Section IV, the heterogeneous channels can be placed
in a preference order for any specific ODD. To allow the
arbitration algorithm to first consider more preferred channels
via Safety Shell rules 1 and 2, each channel is provided
with its own imminent danger threshold, referred to as switch
time τS,i. This is used to assess if Tj of channel j can be
considered imminently dangerous, according to channel i,
through

τL,j ≤ τS,i (7)

Given that each channel may have a different τS,i value,
channel j may be considered imminently dangerous by only
a subset of available channels. Given the conditions of rule
2, channels with larger τS,i value will be selected first.
Therefore, by aligning values of τS,i to the channel preference
order, the arbitration logic will converge to preferred, suffi-
ciently safe channels through rule 1 and 2. To set τS,i values,
we propose a mix of design-time tuning by engineers to
reflect expected comfort and safety performance of channels,
as well as a time-varying performance tracking component,
such as

τS,i = τ∗S,i − r1gi(k) (8)

with τ∗S,i the base switch time set at design-time, gi(k) the
number of occurrences of τL,i < τsuff over a rolling window
of the last minute of operation and r1 an experimentally
determined scaling factor. By tracking early indications of
reduced safety, gi(k) can serve as a Safety Performance
Indicator [6]. Other performance tracking metrics can also
be used in stead of (8) to adjust the switch times.

D. Arbitration strategy

The selected channel at time k is defined as j. The selected
channel at time k+1 is C(k+1) and is determined through
the following logic. To follow the first rule of arbitration of

the Safety Shell, first it is assessed if sufficient time passed
since the last channel switch, via

k − karb ≥ q (9)

with karb the last iteration that a channel switch occurred, and
q the tuning parameter representing the minimum required
number of arbiter evaluations between channel switches. If
(9) is true, rule 1 is implemented through (10). However, if
(9) is false, the arbiter skips to rule 2 through execution of
(11). Consequently, rule 1 is assessed via

C(k+1) := argmax
i

{τS,i | τL,i ≥ τsuff ∧ τS,i > τS,j} (10)

where both safety (5) and minimum preference (τS,i > τS,j)
are taken into consideration, for i = {1, 2, ..., n}.

If (10) is an empty set or (9) is false, the arbiter proceeds
to assess channel j according to rule 2 of the Safety Shell.
Using (7) for i = {1, 2, ..., n} all channels are identified that
assess channel j as imminently dangerous. From that subset
of channels, (11) selects the most preferred sufficiently safe
channel, through

C(k+1) := argmax
i

{τS,i | τS,i ≥ τL,j∧τL,i ≥ τsuff } (11)

If (11) returns an empty set, we evaluate if the currently
selected channel poses immediate danger, through (6). If (6)
is true the escape trajectory calculated with (3) is activated.
Otherwise the arbiter continues with Tj . If C(k + 1) ̸= j,
then karb = k.

Through the logic of (6) and (11), the arbiter ensures that
not all unreasonable risk identified on the selected channel
trajectory Tj requires immediate channel switching or mitiga-
tion. This provides channel j an opportunity to resolve any
temporary FIs that may cause this unreasonable risk in Tj

(e.g. FIWM
Tu or FIMP

Tu , see Fig. 4). Next, delaying a channel
switch also allows false risk detections by other channels
(e.g. FIWM

FP in Fig. 4.C) to be corrected in subsequent Safety
Shell algorithm evaluations. All of which reduces channel
switching and improves comfort. In combination with (10)
and suitable switch time allocation, this arbitration strategy
leads to increasing usage of the most preferred channel.
Finally, note that stopping the vehicle on the side of the
road is generally considered the safest trajectory. By first
considering more preferred and mission-continuing channels
in (11) instead of choosing the channel that maximizes safety
in these circumstances, the availability of AV functionality is
increased and the arbitration algorithm reduces the number of
times the AV needs to resort to safe stop mitigation strategies,
such as those immediately employed by e.g. [9], [10], [12].

V. RESULTS

Use cases A, C and E from Fig. 4 have been selected
to demonstrate the relative performance of the Safety Shell,
compared to single channel, monitor-actuator and fused WM
architectures. Use case A and C depict missing object and
false (ghost) object detections respectively, and are selected
as they represent common FIs for current L2 systems. Use
case E is selected to show the architectures’ responses to
an inherently uncertain motion prediction. All simulations
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT SETTINGS FOR THE TESTED USE CASES.

Use case Initial ego vehicle speed THW of object in lane Other aspects
1 13.8 [ms−1] [0.1, 0.3, ... , 1.1] [s] n.a.
2 13.8 [ms−1] 1.5 [s] false positive duration: [0.2, 0.3, ... , 1.2] [s]
4 13.8 [ms−1] object starts in other lane n.a.

are performed on a straight road. Use cases A and C use
a two-lane road while E uses a three-lane road. Objects in
front of the ego vehicle in the ego lane are positioned using
the time headway (THW), with the relative distance between
ego vehicle and object defined by THW · vego at the start of
the simulation. The vehicle is simulated with an acceleration
capability range of [−10, 4] [m/s2]. The settings relevant to
interpret use cases are shown in Table I. Switch times for the
Safety Shell are fixed to 1.5 and 0.7 [s] for channel 1 and
2 respectively. The Safety Shell algorithm time step Tk and
prediction time step Tτ are both set to 0.1 [s]. Trajectories
are generated via a Frenet-based trajectory planner available
in the MATLAB Automated Driving toolbox [19]. MP FIs
generating an unsafe trajectory are simulated by removing
collision check constraints in the trajectory generation func-
tion of the affected channel. Missing or false object detections
are simulated by adding or removing objects from WMs
of appropriate channels. Monitor-actuator and fused WM
architectures are implemented with mitigation logic evaluated
at 0.1 [s] intervals, that, if a predicted collision on path
is detected, immediately brakes until standstill at maximum
braking capacity and disengages AV functionality, as in [9],
[12]. Single-channel systems are implemented without any
FI detection.

The results of use case A in the graph in Fig. 6 show that
no architecture is able to avoid collisions for THW < 0.6,
given the initial states and vehicle capabilities. The Safety
Shell is able to avoid collisions if THW ≥ 0.6[s], as
the second channel’s MP2 is able to plan effective evasive
steering action and is selected via (11). Once the collision
is avoided, the Safety Shell system continues with channel
2 controlling vehicle motion. Both fused WM and monitor-
actuator architectures avoid collision if THW ≥ 0.7[s] via an
AEB manoeuvre and disengage AV functionality. The single
channel system fails to avoid collisions in all cases.

Fig. 6. Use case A, with on the left the simulation environment, with the
Ego vehicle in the foreground, the pedestrian observed by channels 1 and 2
in the dotted box [1,2] and the unsafe planned trajectory (1) in the shaded
area. The graph depicts the occurrence of collisions as a function of THW.

Fig. 7. Use case C, with on the left the simulation environment, with the
false-positive detected pedestrian by the second channel, and on the right
the peak absolute accelerations recorded in simulations.

Collisions are not relevant in use case C, as there are no
objects present in this scenario, only false (ghost) pedestrian
observations by channel 2. The interventions of all archi-
tectures are assessed using the peak absolute acceleration
on the y-axis of the graph of Fig. 7, with the ghost object
presence time on the x-axis. Given the predicted collision, the
monitor-actuator architecture immediately activates AEB, as
evidenced by the peak acceleration of 10 [m/s2] in the graph.
The fused WM architecture immediately but smoothly plans
a trajectory around the observed ghost object, producing
limited lateral accelerations, even for brief time periods of
object detections. Finally the Safety Shell does not react
to ghost object presence times shorter than 0.4 [s] in this
scenario, as the switch time of channel 2 does not yet identify
the trajectory as imminently dangerous via (7).

In Fig. 8 use case E is shown, with in Fig. 8.(a) the
initial situation of the ego vehicle closing in on a cyclist
observed by all channels [1,2] in the right lane. The predicted
motions of the cyclist diverge, as channel 1 fails to recognise
the cyclist’s attempts to enter the middle lane, in contrast
to channel 2. The monitor-actuator architecture, assuming it
includes prediction in the Safety WM, predicts a collision on
path and triggers AEB and disengagement, as shown in Fig.
8.B. The Safety Shell continues its journey, as it mitigates
risk via a switch to channel 2 and changes lanes, shown in
Fig. 8.C. The fused WM architecture is omitted from this use
case as it did not include prediction considerations [12].

Any type of FI detection is preferable over none, as illus-
trated in use case A via the single channel solution without
FI detection that crashes in every test. The clear advantage of
having some detection and mitigation of dangerous behaviour
has been an accepted fact for robustness against faults and
failures for some time, and these results show that the same
holds true dangerous behaviour caused by FIs. The monitor-
actuator architecture increases the level of safety over single-
channel systems, at the cost of loss of comfort and availabil-
ity, by using an aggressive emergency braking manoeuvre to
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Fig. 8. Use case E overview, with (a) the initial condition, (b) the monitor-
actuator response of braking to standstill, as indicated by the short AEB path
and (c) the Safety Shell response showing a lane change and continuation,
as per the longer path marked with (2) for the second channel.

attain a safe state. Note that severe unprovoked braking as
seen in use case C can itself lead to dangerous situations in
dense traffic. The Safety Shell is able to increase robustness
against false positive risk assessments by postponing both
channel switching and disruptive mitigation strategies in use
case C, until the environmental perception has changed to
allow a safe continuation of travel. Notably the AV with
the Safety Shell is capable to avoid collisions in the more
extreme cases tested in use case A, as it has an extra MP
function available when compared to the monitor-actuator or
fused WM architectures. All use cases show that the extra
channels in the Safety Shell provide the flexibility to continue
the journey if collisions can be avoided, even in face FIs such
as diverging motion predictions.

Considering the hypothetical case that the risk of the used
channel’s trajectory Tj is underestimated by two channels,
an additional channel can help identify imminent danger, as
shown in the example of Fig. 3.A vs B. As the Safety Shell
accommodates any number of extra channels (see Section
IV), the inclusion of such extra channels is a trade-off
between safety and increased system costs. Regardless of the
selected compromise, the Safety Shell is able to use extra
channels to further increase the safety of AV systems.

The shown scenarios are not an exhaustive list sufficient
to cover every corner-case, but are intended to show the
potential of the Safety Shell with respect to the current state-
of-the-art architectures. We leave the probabilistic studies of
FIs and the generalization of architecture performance to to
future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

Creating AV functionalities fit for unsupervised automated
driving on public roads is a difficult task, given the high
requirements on safety and the requirements on comfort
and availability. The Safety Shell was introduced in this
paper to allow the increase of safety to a desired level,
without adversely impacting availability. Key aspects are
the use of fully capable heterogeneous channels in a multi-
channel architecture and the last safe intervention time-based
arbitration strategy with its preference order prioritization. In
simulations of a varied set of use cases it was demonstrated
that our novel Safety Shell surpasses the availability of the
state-of-the-art architectures, while holding the potential for
increased safety. The flexibility of the Safety Shell with

regard to the number of included channels and the used risk
calculation method lends itself to further method optimiza-
tions.

In future works methods to weigh the reliability or perfor-
mance of different channels will be investigated, to further
decrease the false-positive risk detection events. Finally, as
the Safety Shell allows for heterogeneous supervision of
capable AV functions, it is of interest to investigate if the
extra Safety Shell layers of protection permit a vehicle to
transition from L3 to L4 autonomy.
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